Performance of imaging devices versus optic disc and fiber layer photography in a clinical practice guideline for glaucoma diagnosis.
To compare the performance of Moorfields Regression Analysis (MRA) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) with that of photographic evaluation of the optic nerve head and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) in the application of the Finnish Evidence-Based Guideline for Open-Angle Glaucoma (FEBG-OAG). Patients referred for glaucoma evaluation (n=312) and subjects selected from the general population (n=41) were included in the study. All subjects underwent ophthalmic evaluation, optic nerve head stereophotography, monochromatic RNFL photography, Heidelberg retina tomography, OCT, and laser polarimetry evaluation. The subjects were classified based on stereophotographic or MRA and OCT results by applying the FEBG-OAG. The specificity of the FEBG-OAG for detecting normal patients (stereophotography and imaging devices) was 78% (strict criteria) and 100% (liberal criteria). Agreement between the stereophotographic evaluation and evaluation based on MRA and OCT was 70.2%. Classification of subjects with similar management advice based on these evaluations had 70.5% agreement. Central corneal thickness was a confounding factor in glaucoma diagnosis. Large optic disc sizes played a major role in misleading the diagnosis compared to small discs. Central corneal thickness and large optic disc size are confounding factors in glaucoma diagnosis. Moorfields Regression Analysis and OCT allow for objective implementation of the FEBG-OAG compared to conventional stereophotographic evaluation of the neuroretinal structures.